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INTRODUCTION 
This report contains the three assignments of the course         
DASU20 (Data Acquisition and Visualisation through      
Embodied Sensors). These assignments were meant to learn        
how to acquire and analyse relevant data. The first         
assignment was about amateur marathon runners and their        
personal marathon data. With this data, observations and        
recommendations were made for the individual runners.       
Assignment 2 required detailed analysis of a GPX file that          
contained information about a single individual who       
participated in a marathon. Finally, the third assignment        
contained a large dataset of GPX files from which a          
conclusion needed to be drawn that would lead to a concept           
for a product that could aid the runner during future runs. 

ASSIGNMENT 1 
For the first assignment five recreational runners of the         
Eindhoven Marathon of 2017 were researched. These       
runners were selected based on the time they needed to          
complete the marathon. Research was conducted into their        
pace, their facial expression, posture, technique, their       
equipment and their history in other marathons. This was         
done using pictures provided by the Eindhoven Marathon        
database and by using other data found on other relevant          
websites. From the analysis can be concluded that all of the           
runners have a steady speed that drops slightly as the          
marathon progresses. The average speed of the analysed        
runners is approximately 3 km/h slower than the general         
average speed. The analysis of the photos shows that the          
runners wear appropriate clothing but that the technique of         
the runners can be improved. This most likely influences         
the final result of the runners, because a good technique          
potentially improves the consistency in pace and increases        
the speed. The main learning point from this assignment         
was how to combine different data points from multiple         

data sources. In this case the quantitative data of the          
marathon, combined with quantitative data from other       
online resources and more qualitative data in the form of          
photos and videos. 
 

ASSIGNMENT 2 
The second assignment included an in-depth analysis of        
one detailed dataset provided by the course. Because of the          
level of detail of this dataset, there was an opportunity to do            
specific and elaborate research. When analyzing the       
dataset, different indicators have been analyzed; The heart        
rate and speed of the participant, the outside temperature,         
and the elevation.  
 
Heart rate 
When looking at the heart rate of the participant, some          
interesting data changes can be seen. In the beginning of          
the marathon, the heart rate rises from 100 to 145 in two            
minutes. This shows the start of physical effort and can also           
have to do with possibile adrenaline.  
After 12,5 km within the marathon, the heart rate decreases          
from around 160 to an average of 140 with highs and lows.            
This continues until around 36 km. After that the heart rate           
rises to an average of around 150, that can indicate a final            
sprint. As could be expected, the heart rate decreases after          
the finish of the marathon. 
 

 
Figure 1, Heart rate measured during the run 
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Temperature 
As can be seen from Figure 2, the temperature has          
decreased drastically over time. At the start of the         
marathon, the measured temperature was 27ᵒ C. Over the         
course of the marathon, this measured temperature dropped        
to 18ᵒ C, which is quite a significant difference. 
 

 
Figure 2, Temperature measured over the distance during        
the run 
 
Despite the fact that it was rather difficult to find the exact            
start time, a video was found about the marathon in          
Eindhoven from 2017. In this video it can be seen that the            
marathon took place around sunset, which would explain a         
drop in temperature. However, the data gathered from the         
KNMI database contains completely different temperature      
values, namely a maximum of 15,1ᵒ C and a minimum of           
9,9ᵒ C, as can be seen in Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3, Weather data of the day of the marathon [1]  

As the KNMI has advanced measuring equipment and 
experienced employees, we expect the difference in data to 
be an error that occurred in the dataset of the runner. This 
difference in measured temperatures can be caused by 
multiple factors. One possibility would be inaccuracy of the 
runner’s measuring device. Another possibility would be 
incorrect placement of the temperature sensor. As the 
values are a lot higher than the actual outside temperature 
(and assuming the measuring device is accurate), it is likely 
that the sensor was placed in a way that it has picked up 
heat generated by the runner’s body (e.g. on an arm). This 
would also explain the steep drop at the start of the graph as 
there is no wind passing the sensor and all runners are 

warming up and standing closely together. As soon as the 
marathon starts, the runners spread out and wind starts to 
pass the temperature sensor, thus dropping the temperature 
rapidly.  

In short, both the decreasing outside temperature and the         
possible inaccurate measuring equipment and/or technique      
can explain the strong decrease in temperature. 
 
Speed 
The average speed of the runner for the whole marathon is           
11 km/h. This means he was slightly slower than the          
average of all participants of the marathon.  
His maximum speed was 35,1 km/h and as this does not           
seem to be a plausible speed, further research on this speed           
will be done. His pace was on average 5:28 min/km. 
There are some peaks in the data that need further analysis           
to determine what happened here, and why such extreme         
speeds were measured, this can be seen in Figure 4. 
 
19,5 km/h at 0,5km; At the moment of this data point, the            
runner was underneath a highway, so an explanation for         
this speed increase could be a temporary loss of signal for           
the GPS. The same goes for the data points 20,5 km/h at            
4,1km and 35,1 km/h at 20,2 km. The latter of which the            
runner was running underneath a railroad. 
 
14,4 km/h at 36,9 km; Even though this is a clearly           
noticeable increase in speed compared to the entire run,         
there is no similar explanation like in the previous cases          
where the speed increased rapidly. Also, this speed is         
manageable for a runner, so this might be a small sprint to            
catch up, or overtake someone. 
 
There are also some noticeable low speeds measured. For         
instance: 6,5 km/h at 1,4 km. This was at the very           
beginning of the marathon, even though the runner had         
found his pace earlier, the slower speed might be caused by           
running in a large group of people and being held up by            
them. 
 
1,8 km/h at 10,5 km; At this point the runner was almost            
standing still. Possible explanations for this are either a         
water break, or some other reason for him to have a break            
and slow down by a lot for a very short amount of time. 
 

 
 



 

  
 

 
Figure 4, Speed in km/h over the distance during the run 
 
Elevation 
The elevation map is not very accurate, as it claims that the            
overall elevation difference is 19 meters (370m-351m),       
while in reality this is not the case. There is likely a small             
deviation in the measuring device, as the effect can only be           
seen long-term. The short-term elevation differences are       
caused by going either through tunnels or over bridges. The          
very small increases and decreases in the graph are caused          
by the body moving while running, so they can be ignored           
when looking at the effects of elevation on running. 
The relationship between elevation and heart rate and        
elevation and speed do not show any outstanding or         
surprising results. Figure 5 gives a visual representation of         
the data measured on elevation. It seems that the runner          
speeds up while descending and slows down during        
ascending, but theses effects average out to become        
irrelevant for the overall speed. During the ascend at         
17.5km there is a clear link between the increase in          
elevation and the heart rate, as the heart rate starts rising           
when the ascend starts, and stops rising when the descend          
starts. For the other elevation peaks it is nearly impossible          
to see the effect of elevation on heart rate in the graphs,            
which could be caused by there being no effect, the effect           
being minimal or the measurements not being accurate.  
 

 
Figure 5, Elevation over the distance during the run 
 
How can individual runners be supported given their        
real-time performance?  
Individual runners can be supported by giving them insight         
into data that is gathered live, during the activity but also           
after the activity. The most important aspect is the meaning          
given to this data and the corresponding conclusions that         
are drawn. This can be hard for inexperienced runners that          
do not know what standard values are for their body type,           
age, and fitness level. To help this target group, it is           

important to gather their data and then translate these with          
the correct parameters, like the age and fitness level, so that           
useful conclusions can be drawn.  

 
Table 1: Maximum and Target Heart Rate per age         
(average)[2] 
 
For example, Table 1 shows the maximum and target heart          
rate which as can be seen differs per age. Besides, there is            
also a difference between men and women. Because so         
many factors play a role in determining what normal data          
is, interpreting personal data can therefore be difficult.  
A solution would be a tool that is equipped with personal           
data so that it can subsequently provide personal        
information and advice. The more personal data, such as         
gender, weight, fitness level, etc. are provided, the better         
the translation of the tool and the more accurate the          
feedback will be for that specific person. 
 

ASSIGNMENT 3 
In the third and final assignment of this course, the          
challenge was to analyze information from a large and         
detailed dataset provided to us. With this analysis the goal          
was to extract valuable information from the data, in order          
to create a concept that helps socially engaged runners to          
improve themselves. 
With this data we want to create a visualization based upon           
this socially engaged profile, which will benefit the runners         
who fit this particular profile. 
 
User group 
Runners can be divided into four categories: individual        
fitness, individual competitive, social competitive and      
social. For this assignment, the social/socially engaged       
target profile was chosen because this seems to be a profile           

 



 
  
 
that is generally less focused upon. With the current         
technologies and solutions for runners, it seems like the         
main focus is on socially competitive or individually        
competitive runners. There are however, far less products        
that help social runners that are not competitive.  
 
Ethical considerations 
Because working with personal data was required in this         
course ethical considerations have been made to protect the         
privacy of the runner that provided the data. Within these          
assignments, there was no use of online data converters that          
have a risk of saving the data for own purposes. In addition,            
the data was only shared via secure platforms.  
Because the data was provided in GPX format and was not           
converted to different formats like CSV, a GPX viewer         
named GPXSee was used to analyse the data.  
 
Data subsets 
The complete dataset that was provided consisted of 196         
detailed files with information on location, elevation,       
speed, heart rate, cadence and temperature. In order to         
analyse the data, the files within the dataset were first          
categorised into individual and social runs. We did this by          
using external data from the website of a running group          
named Blixemsnel[3] because we found out that the        
researched runner is a member of this running group. This          
additional data resulted in specific insights on the runners         
of the group, their competitions, training schedules and        
routes.  
 
To determine whether the participant was running alone, or         
took part in a group training, we compared the training          
schedule on the website of Blixemsnel with the information         
of the runs in the provided dataset. We have assumed that           
the runner participated in the Blixemsnel training if he had          
the same type of run, on the same day, at the same location             
as the schedule stated. 
 
Figure 6 shows how we categorized the dataset so that we           
could determine which runs were important for our        
analysis.  
 

 
Figure 6: Subsets of the data 
 
Data visualization 
After categorising the data, we had two final subsets of the           
data: one contained the structured trainings with       
Blixemsnel and the other contained what we categorized as         
individual runs. These two subsets were loaded into the         
graphs that can be seen in Figure 7 and 8. As the subset that              
contained individual runs consisted of too many files, only         
12 files were selected for the visualisation in order to make           
sure the graph would not be too cluttered. Both of these           
visualisations have been made using GPXSee. 
 

 
Figure 7: Visualisation of the individual runs 

 
Figure 8: Visualisation of the runs with Blixemsnel 
 

 
 



 

  
 
Findings 
From the data can be concluded that the participant has a 
consistent training schedule that includes multiple runs per 
week. Even when the runner is abroad, the training 
continues. In addition, it can be concluded that there is a lot 
of variation in the training sessions of the participant. He 
runs different distances, at varying locations. He also varies 
between interval and duration runs within his schedule. The 
starting point of the runs is often the same, but when 
analysing the running routes, it was found that the routes 
are almost never identical.  
 
By analyzing the website and training schedules of the 
running group Blixemsnel and combining this data with the 
provided dataset, it can be concluded that the runner is a 
light-interval trainer at Blixemsnel. The website of 
Blixemsnel states the following: 
 
Almost every training is an interval training, because they 
yield a lot of progression and they are the most difficult to 
do individually. Duration runs are left for people to do 
individually. 

(“Loopgroep Blixemsnel,” n.d.) 
 
Based on this information from the website it can be 
assumed that long duration runs will mostly be individual, 
while the interval trainings are presumably executed in 
training sessions with two or more runners.  
 
When comparing the assumed social runs and individual 
runs, differences between these two types of runs can be 
found. It can be concluded that the individual runs are 
generally short and less structured than the social runs. The 
scheduled training sessions from the running group are 
usually around 13 km long and structured, including a 
build-up, interval and cooling down. 
 
In conclusion, we found that running in a social context 
seems to improve the structure of a training, which in 
return is beneficial for the runners improvement.[4] 
Increasing the opportunities for runners to engage in social 
runs therefore potentially improves their performance.  
 
Design 
Based on our research we found that runners have more          
structured runs when they run together with someone else,         
and more structure in a training usually results in a more           
efficient training.[4] We assume that when they run with         
someone with a lower level, they can not perform at their           

maximum level and thus can not improve their results in          
the most efficient way. For that reason, it is important that a            
runner is matched with someone that performs at the same          
level.  
 
Based on our research, it can be concluded that social          
runners benefit from structured training sessions with at        
least one other runner. To facilitate this type of training and           
help runners find someone else to run with, we have          
created the concept MatchRun.  
 
MatchRun is an app that offers runners the possibility to          
run with others in the same neighborhood. When creating         
an account in the app, the user can set goals that he or she              
wants to achieve. The user can then work together with          
other users of the app to achieve these goals. This can be            
done by finding runners that live closeby, or by selecting          
his or her running club. When using the app, a user can            
manually or randomly select another runner and invite them         
to go for a run. This will result in two or more users that              
run together and motivate each other to achieve their goals.          
After the goals of the runner are met, new goals can be set             
to keep improving the running. Since the app focuses on          
running with another user of the app, instead of competing          
against them, this app focuses on the target group, the          
socially engaged runners instead of the competitive       
runners. Figure 10 shows the different visuals of the app          
called MatchRun.  

 
 
 
 

Figure 10.1: Login screen    
of the MatchRun app 

Figure 10.2: Set personal    
goals with MatchRun   
(onboarding) 

 
 

 



 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 10.3: Find   
running mates with   
MatchRun (onboarding) 

Figure 10.4: Improve your    
results with MatchRun   
(onboarding) 

 

Figure 10.5: Select your    
club 

Figure 10.6: Choose whether    
to match randomly with a     
fellow club member, or to     
invite a fellow club member     
on a run 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 10.7: Random   
matching after choosing   
this option at screen shown     
in Figure 10.6 

Figure 10.8: List of fellow     
club members after choosing    
‘invite’ option at screen    
shown in Figure 10.6 

 

Figure 10.9: Match made in MatchRun 
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